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Alinco IT Intronis Backup  
Data Protection Made Perfect 
A software-only BDR solution designed to provide flexible, robust data protection options to today’s businesses. 
Built around a centralized management portal, the solution enables Alinco IT to protect, recover, and restore 
your files, folders, email, applications, and servers – physical or virtual – both locally and in the cloud. 

From ransomware to accidental deletion, Alinco IT has your data protection needs 
covered. Our [XXXSoftwareXXX] is highly secure and reliable, and scales to meet 
your business’ unique needs.  

Ease of Use      Business Grade 
 
 
 

 

 

 
  

Quick Start 
Set up is fast. And if you have a lot of data to 
Backup Initially, we can provide seeding services 
without tying up available bandwidth.  

Automatic Backups  
We can schedule your backups to happen 
whenever you want, ensuring your RTO (recovery 
time objective) goals are always achieved. 

Manage Local and Offsite Backups 
Our flexible solution allows for any of your data to 
be stored online and/or saved to local storage – 
including your physical machines and your virtual 
machines – eliminating the need for multiple 
backup solutions. 

 

Multiple Revisions 
Store as many versions of a file as you need, so 
there’s no fear of accidental deletion or overwriting a 
file. 

Reporting Notifications 
We can send you notifications that your backups 
have completed successfully, including detailed 
statistics, or we can setup a customer portal, so you 
can see the technology in action. 

Multiple Device Support 
Our solution lets you back up a single computer or 
server, multiple computers, laptops or even multiple 
offices. 
 

http://www.alinco.net/
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Alinco Intronis Backup Delivers 
 

 

  

Streamlined Restores 
Bare Metal Restore (BMR) helps streamline physical and virtual machine recoveries, eliminate configuration 
errors, and simplify physical-to-physical (P2) and physical-to-virtual (P2V) recoveries. We offer three types 
of restores: BMR to like hardware, BMR to dissimilar hardware, and point-in-time restore. 

Rapid Recovery  
Backup and recovery options for Hyper-V allow us to address specific restore requirements, including 
import to Hyper-V, object-level restore, and fast RTO. 

Downtime Elimination 
QuickSpin, our local disaster recovery tool for VMware, helps us to eliminate extended downtime and 
restore a business’s VMware environments quickly. We can also manage VMware backup and QuickSpin 
alongside other backups, which provide real-time assessments for easy review                      and resolution. 

Application-Aware Protection 
SQL-native and Exchange-native data protection solutions offer automated, nondisruptive backups of 
SQL server and Exchange server instances; high-quality, application-aware protection; and simple 
configuration of full or incremental backups. 

 

Security 
HIPAA- and FINRA- compliant encryption 
Files are secured using 256-bit AES encryption and a private encryption key. SSL technology is used in data 
transmission. Your data is protected both onsite and over the Internet, ensuring industry compliance. 

Off-site Storage  
Data is stored in two, SSAE 16 type II compliant datacenters with redundant storage and biometric 
security. We also have access to a Canadian data center if needed. 

ALINCO Additional Backup Benefits 
 Alinco reviews the files and directories. Once complete, we will send to client to sign off confirming the 

finalized list of backups to be completed.  Meetings are available to clients if more detail is needed. 
 Alongside client, Alinco will assist in monitoring the backups. If we notice an error on the same file or directory 

three times in a row, Alinco will reach out to client on how to amend. 
 An annual disaster recovery test will also be provided to clients. The report will inform them of how long the 

backup took, amount of data recovered, and if any errors occurred. Client will need to sign off                           on 
report.  

 If errors occurred, Alinco would converse with client on a remedy plan.   
 

http://www.alinco.net/
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